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Abstract - This paper provides a stepwise method for the
design of real-time systems with timeliness QoS guarantees.
In the proposed method, the system components are designed
using UML diagrams and are provided with the timeliness
QoS annotated with OCL. The basis of this technique is to formally ensure that the required timeliness QoS is satisfied under the provided timeliness QoS, given the network property
and the UML diagrams. In order to avoid the state-explosion
problem during performance model checking, which can logically check the satisfiability, the problem is separated into two
steps. The first step checks the satisfiability using an abstract
model of each of the components derived automatically from
the provided QoS. The second step independently performs
model checking for each of the components using a more detailed version of the behavioral model of a given component.
Such an approach reduces the number of total states to check.
Furthermore, the approach can be extended into hierarchical
design, which leads to good scalability. Experimental results
are also included in this paper.
Keywords: timeliness QoS, UML/OCL, model checking,
component based systems, hierarchical design

1 Introduction
This paper presents a new method to verify consistency of
timeliness QoS of component-based designed real-time systems. We assume that timeliness QoS is not only given to a
whole system (Required QoS) but also associated with each
component of a given system (Provided QoS).
Timeliness QoS is a time aspect of QoS (Quality of Service) features[1]. In the paper, we treat jitter, latency and
throughput as timeliness QoS.
Nowadays, most real-time systems are designed with help
of UML diagrams[7]. Especially components and their relation through signal communication can be represented in
a class diagram of UML. In UML based design, such timeliness QoS can be annotated in OCL[8]. The annotation is
associated to each of components as a provided QoS and also
to a network link as a network property. Recently, SysML
(System Model Language)[13] also attracts interest. SysML
extends from UML and presents mixed systems consisting of
physical devices and software and network systems. Therefore, SysML supports diagrams for signal flows and physical
flows. For behavioral diagrams, SysML supports four diagrams as same as UML. Among them, state diagram has powerful representation including parallel and hierarchical states.

The proposed method is revised version of paper [15]. The
method in [15] uses Linear Programming (LP) for some of
verification. The approach has a disadvantage that connection among components has to be acyclic, and it cannot be
applied to hierarchical design. The method of this paper uses
abstract QoS automata instead of using LP; thus it improves
the former disadvantage.
The heart of the technique is formally to ensure that the
required timeliness QoS is satisfied under the provided timeliness QoS, given network property and the class diagram.
In order to check the satisfiability, there are several approaches. Formal approaches are very useful. Model checking is one of such an approaches. Notion of Test Automata[3],
[5] and its application is also useful. However, one of disadvantage of the method is the state-explosion problem.
In order to avoid state-explosion problem while performing model checking, we separate the problem into two steps.
The first step checks the satisfiability using abstract model of
each of components derived automatically from the provided
QoS. The second step performs model checking each of components independently using more detailed version of behavioral model of a component. Such an approach efficiently
reduces the number of total states to check. Moreover the approach can be extended into hierarchical design; therefore it
has good scalability.
SaveCCM[14] is a technique for Component based Development (CBD). In a description of a component, it allows user
to define ports where signals input or output and to represent
behavior in a timed automaton[2]. An IDE over Eclipse is
available. Therefore, our proposed method has an affinity for
SaveCCM.
The paper organized as follow. Section 2 gives timeliness
QoS. Section 3 shows how to design component based realtimed systems in UML/OCL. Section 4 demonstrates the proposed method which consists of two steps. Section 5 provides
an experimental example. We conclude the paper in Section
6.

2 Timeliness QoS
Main building blocks of our model are components. Each
component has one or more interfaces to the environment,
where all interactions between components is conducted via
the interfaces. Since, we are mostly dealing with real-time
systems and timeliness QoS, we shall assume that the interaction of a component with its environment is carried out via

<< component >>

A

<< component >>

data_flow((a1,b1),(a2,b2))

<<QoS>>throughput(a1,100)
<<QoS>>throughput(a2,100)

B
<<QoS>>jitter(b1,5)
<<QoS>>delay(b2,b3)

<< network >>

A_B

Throughput Variable := “throughput(” signal “,” period
“)” ;
Jitter Variable := “jitter(” signal “,” period “)” ;
Latency Variable := “delay(” output “,” input “)” ;

<<QoS>>network_delay

Figure 1: A Configuration of Components in UML Class Diagram
input and output signals. As a result, interfaces of a component specify signals that the component receives or emits.
Each component is associated with a number of input and
output signals. In this paper, signals are denoted by x, y and z.
Time of occurrence of a signal is denoted via a non-negative
sequence of rational numbers. For example, the time of occurrence of a signal x is denoted with x1 , x2 , . . . representing
time of first, second, ... occurrence of x.
Timeliness QoS expressions [9] such as jitter, throughput
and latency can be expressed via first-order logic formulas on
the set of time of occurrence of signals.
Throughput of at least (most) K within the time period T,
for signal x can be written as the first order formula ∀i ∈
N : xi+K−1 − xi ≤ T (∀i ∈ N : xi+K−1 − xi ≥ T ),
respectively.
Notice, paper [5] refers to the above QoS constraint as NonAnchored throughput.
Jitter , also called Non-Anchored jitter , of a signal x can be
defined by the expression ∀i ∈ N : T − m ≤ xi+1 − xi ≤
T + M, where T is the period of the jitter and m, M are
constant rational numbers.
Latency of at most T unit of time between two signals x and
y as ∀i ∈ N : 0 < xi − yKi+K ′ ≤ T. A special case of the
above definition (for K = 1 and K ′ = 0) is the well-known
definition of latency ∀i ∈ N : 0 < xi − yi ≤ T that applies
to the time difference of the i-th occurrence of x and y.

A class with “component” stereotype has three categories
of timeliness QoS (Jitter, throughput and latency), while a
class with “network” has two categories of timeliness QoS
(Jitter and latency).
The OCL description is given as follows[9].
QoS description := “context” className invariant* ;
invariant := “inv: self.” constraint ;
constraint := variable op constant;
variable := Throughput Variable | Jitter Variable | Latency
Variable
op := “>” | “<” | “≥” | “≤” ;
For example, the following are examples for Fig. 1, where
– means a comment line.
context A
inv: self.throughput(a1,100) ≥ 20
– signal a1 is emitted at least 20 times in the period 100
units of time
inv: self.throughput(a2,100) ≤ 10
– signal a2 is emitted at most 10 times in the period 100
units of time
context B
inv: self.jitter(b1, 5) < 1
– signal b1 has jitter 1 with period 5 units of time
inv: self.delay(b2,b3) < 5
– latency between receiving signal b2 and sending signal b3 is less than 5 units of times
context A B
inv: delay ≤ 100
– latency (network delay) between component A and
component B is less than 100 units of time

4 The Verification Method
3 UML/OCL based design of real-time
systems
A real-time system can be designed as a set of components
where signal communication links exist among pairs of components. We can describe such components in a UML class
diagram in Fig. 1.
Type Component can be specified by Stereotyping “component,” by which user can easily extend UML specification.
A signal communication can be specified with Association.
Each of components has provided QoS, which can be represented via OCL annotation. Each of network links (which
has association class with stereotype “network” ) also has network properties represented via OCL annotation. The network properties is the same as timeliness QoS. Attribute region of each class, includes special variables for QoS with
“QoS” stereotype (in Fig. 1).
The following is the syntax of the variables.

The verification consists of two steps; First Step and Second Step.
If some of the components are not simple enough, then repeat the process again from First Step on each of the components.
The following is the abstract level of steps of the proposed
method.
input:
• system required timeliness QoS represented in OCL;
• component level provided timeliness QoS represented
in OCL; and
• network configuration represented in UML/OCL class
diagram.
output:

• component level behavioral specification represented in
UML/OCL state-chart which satisfies required timeliness QoS under the configuration;

x!
x!

c<M

t:=0, c:=0

c++
T>=t

• or failure.
c==M

1. First step
(a) We generate test automaton form the required timeliness QoS.

x!
t :=0, c :=0

Figure 2: Abstract QoS automaton for Anchored Throughput

(b) We generate abstract QoS automaton form each
of the provided timeliness QoS.
t >= T- d0

(c) We generate configuration automaton form the network configuration.

x!
t:=0

(d) We check the consistency from parallel composition of the above automata.
(e) If the result is deadlock then return failure. We
have to reconfigure the requirement or provided
conditions.
(f) If the result is not deadlock then go to Second
Step.
2. Second Step
(a) If the component is not small enough to represent
simple state-chart, then refine the component by;
i. renaming provided QoS of the component to
required QoS;
ii. design sub components and provided QoS of
each of them;
iii. design network configuration; and
iv. we repeat the First Step until the component
is enough to small.
(b) If the component is small enough to represent simple state-chart, then we describe state chart of the
component.
(c) We translate a test automaton from the provided
timeliness QoS.
(d) We design network of timed automata from the
state-chart.
(e) We check the consistency from parallel composition of the above automata.

t <= T+d1

Figure 3: Abstract QoS automaton for Non-Anchored Jitter
The output is whether a given required QoS is satisfied under a given set of components with provided QoS and a given
set of network links with network properties.
In usual methods, designer models behavior of each component in a network of timed automata and for the whole network of timed automata. Then the designer performs model
checking, which often results in state explosion.
Here, we give a new method, in which timed automata (We
call each of them an abstract QoS automaton) is derived
automatically from the provided QoS.
The important point is that derived automata are so small
that state-explosion is avoided.
Here, we give a translate rule for each provided QoS.
4.1.1 Throughput
For a component with anchored throughput with parameter
max:M , min:m and period:T , we give an abstract QoS automaton in Fig. 2.
4.1.2 Jitter
For a component with non-anchored jitter with parameter max:M ,
min:m, we give an abstract QoS automaton in Fig. 3.

(f) If the result is deadlock then return failure. We
have to reconfigure state-chart.

4.1.3 Latency

(g) If the result is not deadlock then return success.

For a component with latency with parameter max:M , min:m,
we give an abstract QoS automaton in Fig. 4.

4.1 The First Step
Verification inputs are the following.
• Required QoS;
• a set of components with provided QoS; and
• a configuration automaton which represents network properties.

y?
t:=0
t<=M
t>=m
x!
t:=0

Figure 4: Abstract QoS automaton for Latency

t >= T0 && t <= T &&
c == i
t := 0,
e?
c := c + K
sleep

c == i

active

t0 <= T
t0 >= T - delta0, t0 < T
e?

failure

e?
t := 0,
c := c + K

t0 < T - delta0
e?

failure
e?

Figure 5: Test Automaton for throughput

t1 <= T + delta1
e?

t1 == T
t0 := 0

s2

t1 >T + delta1
e?

sl21

se21
t1 <= T

t1 == T
t0 := 0

t1 >= T - delta0, t1 < T
e?

Figure 6: Test Automaton for jitter

4.1.4 Configuration Automaton
A configuration automaton models interfaces among components. As each component has several inputs and outputs,
such an I/O is represented as a channel in the configuration
automaton. Each channel synchronizes with some I/O of some
components with provided QoS (abstract QoS automaton).
Abstract QoS automata and the configuration automaton communicate each other as described above.

t1 < T - delta1
e?

t1 <= T

t0 <= T

Unfortunately, the automaton does not accept input y until
it emits output x. To avoid the problem, a set of the same
automata is needed. The number of automaton decided from
throughput property of the components.

e?

s1
e?
t0 := 0, t1 := 0

t0 == T
t1 := 0

t0 <= T + delta1
e?

t0 > T + delta1
e?
s0

t < T0 && c == i
e?

sl12

t0 == T
t1 := 0

t>T

se12

cx == i
x?
t := 0, cx := cx + K
cy == i && t > T
s1

s0

cy == i && t <= T
y?
cy := cy + K

y?
failure

Figure 7: Test Automaton for latency

4.1.5 Test Automaton
Here, we give each test automaton for throughput, jitter and
latency[10].

For the detail of process of the verification, refer [10].
4.1.7 Category Based Model Checking

Throughput For a non-anchored throughput of which a signal e occurs at least k times in a period T , a network of test
automata consisting of k processes of timed automata in Fig.5
observes the throughput. In the network of test timed automata, the variables c is shared among automata globally.
Each of timed automata is activated by turns along the value
of variable K.

Verification is performed for every timeliness QoS category
(latency jitter and throughput). The idea and approach is very
simple. When we want to check only latency as the required
QoS, we build an abstract automaton for provided QoS of latency only.
The divided and conquer approach, reduces the size of states.

Jitter Figure 6 shows a test automaton for anchored jitter. It
observes whether a signal e occurs periodically in the period
[nT − delta0 , nT + delta1 ], where n = 1, 2, 3, . . ..

For each of components, Second step has the following two
cases depending on the component’s abstraction

Latency Figure 7 provides a component of test automata
for latency between a signal x and y.
T/D processes of component in Fig. 7 observes latency at
most D unit of times of the latency.

• We design detail behavior of the component and verify
whether provided QoS is ensured by the design.

4.1.6 Verification
The behavior of such media with timeliness property also is
modeled in a network of timed automata, we call such an automaton a configuration automaton.
Parallel composition of an abstract automaton for every
component and the configuration automaton and test automaton for specified timeliness QoS decides whether the whole
system satisfies the specified timeliness QoS.

4.2 The Second Step

• We repeat First step to the given component recursively.

If the size of the given component is large and designer has
to design the given component from more detail components,
then repeats First step.
Hereafter, we describe the later case.
At Second step (of the later case), verification is independently performed for each component.
Before Second step, the designer has to give detailed behavior of each component. Such behavior is given in UML
state-chart. In order to give time constraints on events, the
state-chart has clocks.
Verification inputs are the following.

UML
Statechart

Timed
Automata

Test Timed
Automata

MS_Storage
OCL

MS_Controller

Digital_TV

y1!

UPPAAL

x3?

x2?

Figure 8: Verification on UPPAAL based on Test Automata

x1?
y3!
c_DTFrame < MAX_FRAME
c_DTFrame++,
c_AudioFrame := 0
Audio_System

• component’s behavior given in UML state-chart with
clocks; and
• component’s provided QoS.
The output is whether provided QoS is satisfied under a
given UML state-chart with clocks.
The verification is performed based on test automaton. We
have to translate a UML state-chart with clocks to a network
of timed automata.
A state-chart can represent hierarchical architectures; while
a network of timed automata is a simple flat structure model.
In general, hierarchical structure can be flatten, but such translation increases the number of states. There are several translations, and this paper adapts the one in [4]. The translation itself is an algorithm to translate Hierarchical Timed Automata
(HTA) to a network of timed automata used by UPPAAL[11].
Thus, we have to translate state-charts to HTA. Fortunately,
syntax and semantics of state-chart and HTA are both similar,
the translation is simple.
We add the following constraints on the state-chart.
• the state-char diagram has clocks; and
• arcs in the stat-chart has clock constraints in a form of
the one same as Timed automata in UPPAAL.
We also use test automata to check timeliness QoS. Test
automata for jitter, latency and throughput are given in 4.1.5.
The verification can be performed with UPPAAL. Thanks
to test automata, we just check deadlock property for each
QoS. Logical expression for deadlock property in UPPAAL
is “A[] not deadlock.”

5 Experiment
The proposed method is applied to an example.

5.1 The example
Media Server is an application delivering video stream and
audio stream to Digital Television and Audio System[6], [12].
Each of output devices required timeliness QoS (throughput).
Figure 9 shows the class diagram of the application, which
consists of twelve components.
In order to compare the proposed method to the old method,
which uses LP solver to First Step, we merge the twelve components to three components (Server 3 components , Audio
client 4 components, and Video clients 5 components).

x4?
y2!
MS_Server c_AudioFrame < MAX_FRAME
c_AudioFrame++, c_DTFrame := 0

Figure 10: The configuration automaton

5.2 First Step
The following is the provided QoS.
• Throughput of Component MS–Server is equal or greater
than 100 frames/s.
• Processing latency of Component MS-Storage is equal
or less than 5ms.
• Network latency between MS–Server and Digital–TV
is equal or less than 100ms.
• Network latency between MS–Server and Audio–System
is equal or less than 150ms.
For these provided QoS, and a configuration automaton derived from the UML class diagram, and Required QoS for the
whole system, we apply the verification along with First Step.
Here, we performed verification under the condition that
the throughput of Digital Display (DT Display) is over 30
frames/sec as Required QoS.
Figure 10 shows the Configuration automaton for the experiment. The Configuration automaton in Fig.10 represents
connection among the components. It uses channels to communicate abstract QoS automata providing the provided QoS
mentioned above. For example channel x is used for communication to an abstract QoS automaton with throughput 100
frames/sec at a transition between MS–Controller and MS–
Server. In order to avoid unfairness that frame communication occurs only between MS–Server and Digital–TV (or only
between MS–Server and Audio–System), we use a parameter M AX F RAM E, which is used in a condition that the
maximum successive occurrence of signals between the same
components. We use a condition M AX F RAM E = 1 for
the experiment.
Figure 11 shows the test automaton for throughput as Required QoS. The test automaton observes throughput of 3
frames per 100ms. As required QoS, the required value of
throughput is 30 frame/sec, We have to need 30 processes of
throughput test automata to observe the throughput exactly.
At the First Step, we have performed verification experiments for two configurations: (1) an abstract QoS which outputs ten frames per 100 msec, and (2) an abstract QoS which

Digital-TV

Media Server
MS-Storage

MS-DT_network

DT-Receiver

MS-Controller

DT-Controller

DT-L-Speaker

DT-display

DT-R-Speaker

Audio-System

MS-Server

AS-Receiver

AS-Controller

MS-AS_network

AS-L-Speaker

AS-R-Speaker

Figure 9: Class Diagram of Media Server

# of P
3
6
9
12
15
30

Table 2: The result (2) of first step
result
CPU time Used memories
not valid
0.6 ms
23.9MB
not valid
0.7 ms
24.4MB
not valid
1.2 ms
24.7MB
not valid
1.6 ms
25.0MB
not valid
2.1 ms
25.1MB
valid
957 ms
40.4MB

on

Figure 11: The network of test automata for the given required QoS

off

Table 1: The result (1) of first step
result
CPU time Used memories
not valid
0.3 ms
23.9MB
not valid
1.4 ms
24.4MB
valid
28 ms
24.8MB
valid
50.6 ms
25.9MB
valid
83.6 ms
26.8MB
valid
480 ms
34.4MB

outputs 30 frames per 300 msec, respectively, are used for abstraction of provided QoS for MS.Server. Each of two experiments is performed with several numbers of test automata: 3,
6, 9, 12, 15 and 30. We have obtained CPU times and sizes
of memory consumed. The experiments are performed in the
following environment: CPU is Intel Core 2 Duo 2.33GHz,
OS is Windows Vista Business and M.M. is 2GB. We used
UPPAAL4.1.0 as a model checker. Table 1 and Table 2 show
the results of (1) and (2), respectively. The column of “# of P”
shows the number of processes (the number of test automata).

/T:=0
/MS-out,T:=0

off

# of P
3
6
9
12
15
30

on

control

search MS-in[T>2]

error

T<=2
/error
pack

Figure 12: A UML Statechart Diagram of Component MSStorage
In the previous experiment, we have performed First Step
with Linear Programming solver. In the experiment, we have
performed it in 78 ms (although it has been performed in different environment).

5.3 The Second Step
After First Step, we design inner behavior of each component.
In the example, recursive application of First Step is not
performed, because each component is small enough. Behavioral specification is described in UML state-chart. The
design must meet the provided QoS. Figure 12 shows behavioral specification of Component MS-Storage.
In order to verify timeliness QoS for each component, Statechart must to be translated into a network of timed automata

and also timeliness QoS is converted into test automata.
Figure 13 depicts translated result of on part in Fig.12.
The translating times are summarized as follows.
Translation time
: 1153 ms
The number of states(before) : 89
The number of states(after)
: 179
entry?
tr:=tr+1
MS-out!
T:=0

T>2

The method can be applied to a design with complex connection of components.
Future works include simultaneous verification of several
kinds of timeliness QoS, and utilization of feedback information such as verification counter-examples.
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MS-in!
T:=0

T<=2

exit?
tr:=tr-1

Figure 13: An UPPAAL Timed Automaton of Component
MS-Storage
For every component and for every timeliness QoS, verification is performed. The total CPU time is about one seconds.
We found that for every component, the verification is performed within a few seconds with UPPAAL, without state explosion. Also we found that there is no deadlock.
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former method. The difference between this and that of general class is very small. It is although not faster than the former method, it is more flexible than the former method.

6 Conclusions
This paper proposed a stepwise verification method for design of real-time system with UML/OCL focusing on timeliness QoS aspects. The method uses abstract QoS timed automata in order to reduce the possibility of state explosion.
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